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Spiritual Healing
Chablé Resort & Spa, Yucatán, Mexico
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Opposite: Chablé is a modern hacienda hotel less
than an hour from the city of Mérida on the Yucatán
Peninsula. Above: This Mexican retreat celebrates
the country’s culture in a way I have not seen in any
other property so far
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Above: Chablé is set within lushly landscaped
gardens Opposite Above: The true highlight
is the property’s wellness concept and sleek
indoor-outdoor spa Opposite Below: The property
comprises 38 modern casitas and two villas

Highly anticipated, Chablé Resort & Spa has
opened to much fanfare and a series of top
reviews, so I thought it best for the fuss to die
down before checking it out.
A modern hacienda hotel less than an
hour from the city of Mérida, the property
comprises 38 modern casitas and two villas
(one of which we stayed in) that, set within
lushly landscaped gardens, have been smartly arranged with a pleasing functionality
that, surprisingly, many hotels neglect.

A notable standout is the lavish Royal Villa,
a 10,000 sq foot bolt-hole that was one of
the best I have ever seen with– just to name
a few of the luxury offerings - three spacious
bedrooms; media room; private spa and fitness space; hot tub; and an incredible wraparound outdoor pool.
Of course, the true highlight is the property’s wellness concept and sleek indooroutdoor spa. Here, we opted for the Sun and
Moon Temazcal treatment for couples – a

moving and spiritual experience based on a
ceremonial ritual that encourages communication with a private couple’s exercise that focuses on the spoken word within a space heated
by volcanic stones and infused with aloe vera
and medicinal flower extracts.
Under the guidance of General Manager,
Rocco Bova, this Mexican retreat truly understands high-touch service and celebrates
the country’s culture in a way I have not seen
in any other property so far. chableresort.com
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